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Advanced Configuration

Cummins engine, powerful and reliable

Variable speed cooling fan, reduced fuel consumption, low noise;

Compliance with EPA Tier4F Emission standards

Superior power performance
Efficient closed hydrostatic drive system

Electro-hydraulic proportional controlled anti-skid system

Powerful driving ability

Real-time display working data on LCD display screen

Large opening angle of engine hood, maintenance points within easy reach

Convenient maintenanceSpacious, all-around visibility cab

Excellent damping and noise insulation performance;

High performance air conditioner

Safe and ergonomic control platform

Dual frequency dual amplitude vibration system

XCMG high rigidity drum

Robust vibrating bearing

Excellent compaction performance
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Superior power performance Safe and comfortable control platform

Convenient maintenance

Strong driving ability

CUMMINS QSF3.8 engine, 97Kw (130 HP) @ 2200 RPM;

SCR after treatment device, fulfilling the requirements of EPA Tier 4F emission standards.

Variable speed cooling fan, reducing fuel consumption, low noise;

High power radiator, applied to the high temperature region construction;

Air pre-filter and air filter constitute two-stage filtration system;

Fuel filter, oil filter and oil replacement cycle is up to 500 h;

ROPS&FOPS cab. The interior space is large, wide vision, 
good sealing performance, low noise.

Configuration of air conditioning further improves the driver's 
comfort;

Air suspension seat. Good damping effect, fore and back, up 
and down adjustable;

Electronic control joystick. Integrated vibration button, comfort-
able manipulation

LCD Display. Real-time display the whole machine working 
state. Sound and light warning indicators on the instrument 
panel provide instant information on service and maintenance, 
preventing the machine from damages.

Engine hood is electronically controlled hydraulic open mode, 
easy to operate.

Large opening angle of the engine hood, the maintenance 
area is within easy reach;

Variable plunger pump and piston motor constitute the closed hydrostatic system;

Heavy load wet drive axle;

Anti-slip system ensures driving ability under toughest conditions;

Two gear infinite variable speed;

 Excellent compaction performance

DANFOSS plunger pump and piston motor constitute the hydrostatic vibration system;

Double frequency, double amplitude, suitable for various construction conditions;

Inner cylindrical vibrating chamber structure, high rigidity and strength.

Dedicated vibration bearing, high reliability, long service life
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Matching
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Technical parameters
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